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More than 650 outlets nationwide, including 'The New York Times' and 'The Washington Post,' took note of University of Dayton research for the common good the last week of January.

Local media highlighted an alumnus' generous gift to help remove financial barriers for high-achieving underrepresented students and our graduates' success after graduation.

Two other national publications sought UD experts to explain the politics of airport locations and winter Olympic sports jargon.

A sample of the news coverage for Jan. 27-Feb. 2 is below, and you can click here to view links to all of the University's media coverage during January and February.

95 percent of UD students say they're finding paths to success soon after graduation
ABC 22/Fox 45
Jason Eckert, career services
Jason Reinoehl, enrollment management
University of Dayton gets $1.5 million gift for scholarships

*Dayton Daily News, Dayton Business Journal*
Bill Tweed, alumnus

**Five Whimsical Words of the Winter Olympics, from ‘Skeleton’ to ‘Salchow’**

Smithsonian
Zachary Sanford, health and sport science

**5 ideas win $10,000 each in Ohio opioid technology challenge**

All three Dayton TV stations, the *Dayton Daily News*, the Associated Press and more than 650 outlets nationwide ran versions of this story.
Kelly Cashion and Nilesh Powar, UDRI

**Janet Bednarek on the Invisible Politics of Airports**

*Tropics of Meta*
Janet Bednarek, history

**AFRL Gives University Of Dayton Contract For Alternative Energy Research**

*ASEE First Bell, Dayton Business Journal, Dayton Daily News*
Alex Morgan, UDRI

National and international organizations recently recognized the University of Dayton's Division of Student Development for its community policing, alcohol prevention, residential learning and student training programs, and annual report.
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